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Abstract

Resource efficiency is a key driver in the chemical industry for both economic and ecolog-

ical reasons. However, often the design of chemical processes or units and the corresponding

heat integration, is divided into two design phases: a flow optimization to identify an opti-

mal design and the subsequent evaluation of the heat integration potential. This procedure

cannot guarantee the identification of the global resource optimum, which increases the need

for a method that can do both simultaneously. This is the aim of the FluxMax approach

that discretizes the thermodynamic state space. The introduction of nodes corresponding to

mixtures, elementary processes and utilities allows the representation of any chemical pro-

cess as a directed graph, which decouples effectively process-based nonlinearities from the

optimization problem. Heat integration is considered by additional constraints. Using the

methanol synthesis process as example, energy-optimal process configurations are identified

that outperform configurations identified in a sequential procedure.

Keywords: Integrated Process Design, Process Optimization, Energy Efficiency, Methanol

Synthesis, Heat Integration

1. Introduction1

In the context of energy transition, one of the major goals of the chemical industry is to2

substitute fossil feedstock with sustainable technologies and the use of renewable resources.3

But even if the focus is on the substitution of feedstock, an increase in efficiency is crucial for4
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a successful transition to a more sustainable production of chemicals (International Energy5

Agency, 2018). In order to enhance the overall process efficiency, challenges must be faced at6

different levels of detail. While at the production system level, more general questions and7

early stage decisions of chemical production networks are addressed (Otto et al., 2015, Voll8

and Marquardt, 2012, Schack et al., 2018), at the plant level, the aim is the identification9

of optimal process configurations, that consists of single process units, such as reactors,10

separators, and heat exchangers (Ulonska et al., 2016, Huang et al., 2018, Uebbing et al.,11

2019). In contrast, at the process level the performance of single units, such as reactor or12

separator, is in the focus (Kaiser et al., 2017, Keßler et al., 2019).13

For the design of process systems, mixed integer formulation are often used to account14

for the binary decision whether an alternative is active or not (Hartono et al., 2012, Voll and15

Marquardt, 2012, Short et al., 2018). However, there are also optimization based approaches16

that avoid binary decision variables. Kim et al. (2013) analyzed optimal strategies for17

converting biomass into fuels. A (continuous) linear programming (LP) formulation was18

derived by considering the yield as a parameter, which led to a linear dependency on the19

production capacity. In contrast, Schack et al. (2018) introduced continuous process extent20

variables to avoid binary decision variables.21

While in many bio-based applications, heat integration is often not of key interest, as22

the temperatures are too low (Zondervan et al., 2011, Voll and Marquardt, 2012, Kim et al.,23

2013), in most publications, heat integration and corresponding energy reduction potentials24

are in the main focus. In general, there are two different approaches to consider heat inte-25

gration within optimization based methods: in a sequential procedure the flow optimization26

is solved first and subsequently a Pinch-based analysis is performed to evaluate the heat in-27

tegration potential (Kokossis et al., 2015, Ulonska et al., 2016, Gençer and Agrawal, 2018).28

Also the utilization of excess heat to generate electricity is in the focus of recent publications29

(Yu et al., 2017, Elsido et al., 2017, Kermani et al., 2018). The advantage of a sequential30

procedure is that the complexity of the optimization is usually decreased because no addi-31

tional constraints have to be considered to account for the heat integration. However, the32

sequential procedure does not ensure the identification of energy-optimal processes.33
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To guarantee the identification of the mass- and energy optimum a simultaneous pro-34

cedure has to be followed, in which the heat integration is an integrated part of the flow35

optimization problem (Papoulias and Grossmann, 1983a,b, Duran and Grossmann, 1986).36

The idea of the model proposed by Duran and Grossmann (1986) is to consider all feasi-37

ble and non-feasible pinch combinations within the optimization problem and to identify38

the feasible pinch by maximization of the total utility requirements. As the number of39

additional constraints grows rapidly for complex systems, which makes the solution of the40

MINLP problem impossible, the model was further developed, e.g. by splitting the heat41

flows into dedicated zones, in which heat integration is allowed (Colberg and Morari, 1990,42

Yee et al., 1990, Dowling and Biegler, 2015, Huang et al., 2018). The increasing complexity43

is also the limiting factor in the p-graph approach of Friedler et al. (1992). They ended up44

with over 10,000 possible heat exchangers in their MILP formulation of a relative simple45

superstructure of a single reactor and three separation stages (Nagy et al., 2001).46

The infinitely dimensional state space framework (IDEAS), which was first proposed47

by Wilson and Manousiouthakis (2000), might help to overcome the challenges of a large48

complexity, as they iteratively solve a linear program. In this way, the global optimum is49

approximated by increasing the dimension at each iteration. Later, heat integration was50

also included in their studies (Holiastos and Manousiouthakis, 2002, 2004) by pre-selecting51

possible heat transferring streams.52

The methodology of Elementary Process Functions (EPF) was proposed by Freund and53

Sundmacher (2008). In a multi-step approach, a matter element was tracked in the thermo-54

dynamic state space and an optimal trajectory was calculated. In a final step, the optimal55

trajectory was used as the basis for the invention of a real process. The methodology was56

successfully applied to catalytic gas phase reactions (Peschel et al., 2010) and multiphase57

reactors (Hentschel et al., 2014, Kaiser et al., 2017). Recent developments based on this58

methodology also enable the design of so-called tolerant chemical reactors capable of pro-59

cessing multiple raw materials (Maußner et al., 2019).60

In the present work, we propose the FluxMax approach for the simultaneous mass flux61

optimization and heat integration of chemical processes across different length scales by dis-62
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cretization of the thermodynamic state space. The focus is on the detailed illustration of63

the key features of the FluxMax approach, such as the network representation of arbitrary64

chemical processes and the heat integration model, which enables the identification of opti-65

mal process and unit designs, depending on the considered length-scale. The introduction of66

four different types of nodes allows the representation of the chemical process as a directed67

graph, with the edges corresponding to the mass and energy fluxes to be optimized. The68

FluxMax approach follows three steps: i) discretization of the thermodynamic state space,69

ii) modeling the elementary processes, that characterize the transformation between the dis-70

crete state points, and iii) formulation and solution of the flux optimization problem. The71

discretization of the thermodynamic state space effectively decouples process-based nonlin-72

earities from the network flow problem, resulting in a linear feasible region. In this way, the73

conceptual methodology of the linear programming approach (Schack et al., 2016, 2018) and74

the decoupling strategy applied in (Liesche et al., 2018) can be used as base of the proposed75

approach. By adding additional inequality constraints, heat integration is considered as76

integrated part of the flux optimization.77

The FluxMax approach is applied to the methanol synthesis process, which is of great78

significance for applications in the field of Renewable-to-Chemicals (R2Chem). In particular79

the usage as storage molecule of so-called surplus energy raises interest, because methanol80

(CH3OH) is liquid at ambient temperature. Surplus energy is used to produce hydrogen81

(H2) via electrolysis, which is then converted in a reaction with carbon dioxide (CO2) into82

methanol. Thus besides beneficial storage properties, the consumption of (CO2) explains83

the high significance of methanol in R2Chem applications.84

Energy-optimal process configurations are identified by using a linear objective function:85

minimizing the total energy requirement. The influence of the considered discretization of86

the thermodynamic state space is discussed, as the optimal solution depends strongly on87

the considered grid. Using an appropriate discretization, it will be shown that the FluxMax88

approach identifies energy-optimal process configurations that outperform those identified in89

a sequential procedures, underscoring the importance of a simultaneous approach. Further-90

more, the possibility of optimizing the utility network and the corresponding temperature91
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levels will be demonstrated.92

2. The FluxMax approach93

The general idea of the FluxMax approach (FMA) is an effective decoupling of process-94

based nonlinearities from the subsequent network flux optimization by discretization of the95

thermodynamic state space. The discretization allows the representation of chemical pro-96

cess across different lengthscales, which enables the transformation of a nonlinear process97

optimization problem into a convex flux optimization on a defined network graph. The98

FluxMax approach can be divided into three steps – i) discretization of the thermodynamic99

state space; ii) modeling of elementary process functions; and iii) formulation and solution100

of the flux optimization problem – that are illustrated in Fig. 1.101

The first step comprises the discretization of the thermodynamic state space into ther-102

modynamic state points (Fig. 1 (top)). In this way, it is possible to calculate the nonlinear103

thermodynamic potentials, such as enthalpy and entropy, a priori. In a second steps, the dis-104

crete state points are connected by elementary process functions as shown in Fig. 1 (center).105

Depending on the type of design application, these elementary process functions represent106

micro changes in the thermodynamic state space that are combined into process units or107

fully engineered process units such as distillation columns, reactors and other apparatuses.108

Thus, the FluxMax approach is applicable to different levels of complexity: production109

system, plant, or even process level. Characteristic quantities of the elementary process110

functions, such as specific energy demands, can be calculated a priori, because the linked111

thermodynamic state points are defined a priori. Thereby, the nonlinear preprocessing is112

fully decoupled from the third step: the network flux optimization under simultaneous con-113

sideration of heat integration (Fig. 1 (bottom)). The feasible region of the flux optimization114

is linear in terms of the fluxes that are decision variables.115

The FluxMax approach – or previous work on which the FluxMax approach is based116

on – has been successfully applied to different levels of the chemical process hierarchy: at117

the i) production system level for the systematic analysis of different feedstock and energy118

sources of the methanol (Schack et al., 2018) and formic acid production process (Schack119
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FluxMax Approach
I) Discretization of the 
   thermodynamic state spaceζ1

ζ2

II) Modeling of elementary 
     processes (EPN) among TSNζ1

ζ2

III) Network heat and mass flow
      optimization
ζin

ζout

ζ1

ζ2

Figure 1: Illustration of the three-step FluxMax Approach for unit and process design with simultaneous
heat integration: discretization of thermodynamic state space (I), modeling of elementary processes (II),
and formulation and solution of the flow optimization (III); the thermodynamic state space is spanned by
its thermodynamic coordinates ζz, where z denotes the number of dimension.
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and Sundmacher, 2018), ii) plant level to compare reactor designs of the energy-intensive120

hydrogen cyanide process (Liesche et al., 2019), and iii) process level to optimize the com-121

pressor cascade and the reactor part (Liesche et al., 2018) as well as the separation part of122

the methanol synthesis process (Schack et al., 2019).123

In literature the linearization of the feasible region was also applied previously. Within124

the IDEAS framework, the chemical process is divided into a distribution network and125

process operator. The resulting infinite linear program allows the identification of a global126

lower bound (Wilson and Manousiouthakis, 2000). Recently, Ryu and Maravelias (2019)127

proposed a MILP model that uses a discrete temperature grid for the process synthesis128

problem. In addition, they showed how nonuniform grids can reduce the complexity of large129

scale problems.130

In contrast, the formulation of the FluxMax approach is more general: the discretization131

of the entire thermodynamic state space and the introduction of a generalized process ex-132

tent variable allow the direct application of the approach to any kind of synthesis problem.133

In addition, the introduction of inequalities enables the simultaneous consideration of heat134

integration as integrated part of the flux optimization problem, so that the prior screening135

of feasibility is waived , which ensures the consideration of both the temperature levels and136

the heat fluxes actually transferred. In the following, the digraph concept and the model137

formulation of the FluxMax approach are presented, which can be regarded as a generaliza-138

tion of earlier work, e.g. (Schack et al., 2018, Liesche et al., 2019). Subsequently the novel139

heat integration model is introduced, which enables direct and indirect heat integration.140

2.1. Directed graph representation of chemical process networks141

The decoupling of nonlinear preprocessing and subsequent flux optimization is achieved142

by representing the chemical process network as directed graph (digraph) that consists of143

nodes and edges. Also Friedler et al. (1992) used a graph representation and introduced144

material and operating nodes (Cabezas et al., 2018). In contrast, the FluxMax approach145

distinguishes between four types of nodes (or vertices). Firstly, there are thermodynamic146

substance nodes (TSN) Mi ∈ M where M is the set of all TSNs. TSN represent discrete147
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state points in the thermodynamic state space. Secondly, there is the set of elementary148

process nodes (EPN) E containing all elementary process nodes Ej ∈ E at which any kind149

of chemical interaction among TSNs takes place. The third group of nodes are utility nodes150

(UN) Ul ∈ U to provide heating and cooling. Herein, U is the set of possible utilities at151

different temperatures. A fourth group of nodes – the work utility nodes (WUN) Sk – are152

contained in the set S. The WUNs represent the electrical grid that supplies the required153

electrical power or distribute the generated power, in case of power generating processes.154

The nodes are connected by edges, that represent the mass- and energy fluxes desired to155

be optimized. The set of all fluxes is denoted as F .156

2.1.1. Thermodynamic substance nodes157

Thermodynamic substance nodes (TSN) are discrete points in the thermodynamic state158

space as introduced in (Liesche et al., 2018). As a consequence, a thermodynamic substance159

node Mi is clearly defined by its thermodynamic coordinates ζz, where z corresponds to a160

dimension of the thermodynamic state space. Examples of thermodynamic coordinates are161

molar composition [x1, x2, ..., xi]
>, temperature T , and pressure p. For each temperature,162

pressure or composition change a new TSN is introduced. The thermodynamic potentials,163

such as enthalpy or entropy, are calculated a priori by using convenient nonlinear equations164

of state.165

In order to move from one TSN Mi to another TSN Mi+1, elementary process functions166

(EPF) are required. In Fig. 2 (A) four different elementary process functions are illustrated167

for the transformation of TSNs: isobaric isothermal separation (EPF1), isobaric isothermal168

reaction (EPF2), isothermal compression (EPF3), and isobaric heating (EPF4).169

2.1.2. Elementary process node170

Elementary process nodes Ej are introduced to describe the elementary process func-171

tions that enable the chemical transformation among TSNs. The mass fluxes, which are172

illustrated as black arrows in Fig. 2 (B), connect an elementary process node with at least173

two TSNs. Stoichiometric equations are formulated to describe the transformation between174

TSNs analogous to pure substances α ∈ A. Hereby, A ⊂ M is the set of pure substances,175
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Figure 2: Grid of thermodynamic state points (A) in the thermodynamic state space with p, T and x
coordinates. Thermodynamic substance nodes (green) are linked via elementary process functions (magenta):
isobaric isothermal separation (EPF1); isobaric isothermal reaction (EPF2); isothermal compression (EPF3);
and isobaric heating (EPF4). The digraph representation for EPFs that link two TSN (green circles) Mi

and Mi+1 via an elementary process node Ej (yellow rectangle) is illustrated on the right (B). Work utility
nodes (blue pentagon) and heat utility nodes (red triangle) supply the EPN with duties. Work fuxes (blue
arrows), heat fuxes (red arrows) and molar fuxes (black arrows) link the four node types. The conversion is
described by a stoichiometric equation that is characterized by the generalized process extent number Γ̇(Ej).

which are a special case of TSN. As shown in Fig. 2 (B) the generalized stoichiometric176

coefficients are denoted as χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

. Similarly to the extent of reaction ξ̇ that is frequently177

used for the description of a chemical reactor, a generalized process extent number (PEN)178

Γ̇ is introduced that links all participating TSN of an elementary process node. It can be179

interpreted as an extent of the elementary process:180

dΓ̇(Ej) := χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

dṄ
(Mi)
(Ej)

(1)

From Eq. (1) follows that Γ̇(Ej) = 0 if this transformation along Ej is inactive. Contrary181

to the extent of the reaction that directly affects outlet composition of a reactor flux, the182

PENs can be considered as a scaling variable that allows an elegant formulation of the flow183

problem by relating each flow of an EPN to a unique PEN.184

In addition, heat and work fluxes, illustrated as blue and red arrows, connect EPNs with185

utility nodes.186
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2.1.3. Utility nodes187

Utility nodes Ul are introduced to provide the heating and cooling demands of the EPNs.188

UNs are considered as reservoirs of heat at a constant temperature level. The external189

heating and cooling requirements are fulfilled by at least two UNs at sufficiently low and190

high temperature, respectively. In case of indirect heat integration, which is introduced in191

section 2.3, the UNs are additionally used to enable the heat integration.192

The work utility nodes Sk provide the external power demand.193

2.1.4. Edges representing mass- and energy fluxes194

In a directed graph the nodes are connected with edges. These edges can be weighted195

or limited in a subsequent optimization problem. In the proposed approach, there are two196

types of edges. Firstly, there are edges corresponding to mass fluxes that connect at least197

two TSNs with an elementary process node. As shown in Fig. 2 (B) these fluxes are either198

external or internal mass fluxes (black arrows). In case of external fluxes, the fluxes are199

a consequence of initially provided substances, which are desired to be transformed within200

the chemical process, or the final products, which leave the overall process. In contrast,201

internal mass fluxes are fluxes among elementary processes and thus in- and outlet flows of202

the EPNs.203

Secondly, there are heat and work fluxes that connect the UNs and WUNs with EPNs204

as illustrated as red and blue arrows in Fig. 2 (B).205

2.2. Formulation of node conservation laws206

In this section, the conservation laws of the introduced nodes are presented, that are used207

as equality constraints in the subsequently formulated flux optimization problem. For the208

thermodynamic substance nodes only mass balances are formulated, because the thermody-209

namic state of a TSN is clearly determined by its thermodynamic coordinates. For utility210

nodes only energy balances are formulated as they are not connected to mass fluxes. In211

contrast, for the elementary process both mass and energy balances have to be formulated.212

It should be mentioned, that in this study the work demand of Ej is considered as external213

work supply. As a consequence, the energy balance for WUNs is omitted.214
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Once the elementary processes are described with stoichiometric equations that link215

TSNs, mass and energy balances for each elementary process node Ej are formulated. In216

contrast to the formulation of partial mass balances for each substance in classical modeling217

approaches, mass balances for TSN are formulated directly by making use of the PENs Γ̇:218

all balances have a similar format because they link one TSN Mi with the PEN for each219

elementary process Ej via their stoichiometric coefficients χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

:220

0 = −sgn
(
χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

)
Ṅ

(Mi)
(Ej)

+ χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

Γ̇(Ej) ∀ Ej ∈ E ;∀ Mi ∈M . (2)

The energy demands of Ej are expressed by the specific, molar heat (ϕ) and work (ω)221

duties, which are calculated a priori by suitable (nonlinear) models. The generic system of222

three equations that constitutes the total energy balance for unit Ej is formulated as:223

0 =
(
−ωin

(Ej)
+ ωout

(Ej)

)
Γ̇(Ej) + Ẇ ext, in

(Ej)
− Ẇ ext, out

(Ej)
(3a)

0 =

[
ϕout
(Ej)

+
(

1− ηin(Ej)

)
ωin
(Ej)

+

(
1

ηout(Ej)

− 1

)
ωout
(Ej)

]
Γ̇(Ej) −

∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
(3b)

0 = −ϕin
(Ej)

Γ̇(Ej) +
∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

(3c)

∀ Ej ∈ E

where Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
, Q̇

(Ul)
(Ej)

, Ẇ ext, out
(Ej)

, Ẇ ext, in
(Ej)

∈ R+
0 . The superscript of an internal flow Q̇

(Ul)
(Ej)

224

or Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
, respectively, indicates the node from which it originates and the subscript its225

destination node. It is important to note, that these heat fluxes correspond directly to the226

external heating and cooling supply if no heat integration is considered:
∑
Q̇

(Ul)
(Ej)

= Q̇ext, in
(Ej)

227

and
∑
Q̇

(Ej)

(Ul)
= Q̇ext, out

(Ej)
.228

The reason to split the overall energy balance into three balances is that in this way the229

consideration of a dedicated entropy balances is avoided: Eq. (3a) determines the external230
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work fluxes Ẇ ext, in
(Ej)

and Ẇ ext, out
(Ej)

, which depend on the molar work demand ωin
(Ej)

or generation231

ωout
(Ej)

of Ej. Here, the assumption was made that simultaneous work in- and output is not232

allowed, which is fulfilled for the case study under consideration. However, if also work233

generating EPNs are considered, the balances are easily adjustable. Eq. (3b) determines the234

cooling requirement of Ej, that consists of three contributions: cooling duty ϕout
(Ej)

e.g. due235

to condensation and cooling duties resulting from waste heat for work in- and output flows236

which is accounted for by means of two efficiency factors ηin(Ej)
and ηout(Ej)

:237

ηin(Ej)
:=

ωin, rev
(Ej)

ωin
(Ej)

and ηout(Ej)
:=

ωout
(Ej)

ωout, rev
(Ej)

(4)238

239

The third Eq. (3c) determines the heating demand Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

of Ej, which depends on the240

molar heat duty ϕin
(Ej)

.241

Selected examples of elementary processes and corresponding mass- and energy balances242

are listed in the supplementary material in Tab. S1.243

After introducing balances for the EPNs, the mass balances for thermodynamic state244

nodes are formulated as:245

0 =
∑
Ej∈E

sgn
(
χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

)
Ṅ

(Mi)
(Ej)

+ Ṅ
(Mi)
ext, in − Ṅ

(Mi)
ext, out ∀ Mi ∈M (5)

taking into account all internal mass fluxes Ṅ
(Mi)
(Ej)

that link Ej and Mi as well as external246

mass fluxes that provide the initial reactants Ṅ
(Mi)
ext, in or release the final products Ṅ

(Mi)
ext, out.247

The sign of the stoichiometric coefficient χ
(Mi)
(Ej)

denotes the direction of the internal mass248

flux between Ej and Mi. No energy balances are required for TSNs, as the thermodynamic249

state of all fluxes, that are connected with a TSN, is equal by definition. As a consequence,250

two TSNs are not linked directly.251

In contrast, for each utility node Ul an energy balance has to be formulated, which252
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simplifies to a single heat balance:253

0 =
∑
Ej∈E

(
Q̇

(Ej)

(Ul)
− Q̇(Ul)

(Ej)

)
+ Q̇ext,in

(Ul)
− Q̇ext,out

(Ul)
∀ Ul ∈ U . (6)

The sum of all heat fluxes that enter a utility Ul – heat fluxes Q̇
(Eout

i )

(Ul)
from Ej and254

externally provided heat fluxes Q̇ext,in
(Ul)

– have to be equal to all heat fluxes that leave a255

utility Ul – heat fluxes Q̇
(Ul)

(Ein
j )

to Ej and externally released heat fluxes Q̇ext,out
(Ul)

.256

2.3. Heat integration model257

Pinch analysis is widely used to invent optimal heat exchanger networks for a given258

process structure, which consists of hot and cold heat streams (Linnhoff and Flower, 1978).259

In this context, hot streams are defined as streams to be cooled and cold streams to be260

heated. However, Pinch analysis cannot be applied directly to a simultaneous optimization261

approach, as the heat duties are decision variables and thus not known a priori. As a262

consequence, often a subsequent procedure is proposed in literature: first the flow problem is263

optimized without consideration of heat integration and subsequently a Pinch-based analysis264

is performed to identify the heat integration potential (Kokossis et al., 2015, Ulonska et al.,265

2016, Gençer and Agrawal, 2018). These approaches may not identify the overall mass-266

and energetic optimum (Duran and Grossmann, 1986). To identify the global mass- and267

energetic optimum, a simultaneous procedure is crucial that optimize simultaneously the268

flow problem under consideration of heat integration.269

While in other approaches the feasibility of heat integration need to be ensured a priori270

(Holiastos and Manousiouthakis, 2004, Pichardo and Manousiouthakis, 2017), the FluxMax271

approach ensures the feasibility by introducing inequality constraints that enables the si-272

multaneous heat integration. Only in this way is the internally transferred heat flux limited,273

which ensures an adequate calculation of the actual heat integration potential. The pre-274

sented constraints allow direct – among entities – as well as indirect – via utilities – heat275

integration.276

While for direct heat integration, the heat is directly transferred among entities (Fig. 3 (A)),277
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of direct and indirect heat integration; A) direct heat integration: hot (H)
and cold streams (C) interact directly, utilities are only used to provide external heating and cooling at
sufficiently high Tutil,H and low temperature Tutil,C; B) indirect heat integration: introduction of additional
utilities at intermediate temperatures Tutil,l that facilitate heat integration.

indirect heat integration utilizes the utility nodes to enable heat integration (Fig. 3 (B)).278

The maximum amount of internally transferable heat depends on the temperature levels of279

cold and hot streams. Analogous to Pinch analysis, cold streams require heat whereas hot280

streams provide heat. Three distinct temperature domains can be distinguished, that de-281

termine the heat integration possibility depending on the minimum temperature difference282

∆Tmin and the in- and outlet temperatures of hot streams TH,in and TH,out, or of cold streams283

TC,in and TC,out, respectively: domain I: total heat integration possible, domain II: partial284

heat integration possible, and domain III: heat integration infeasible. The temperature285

condition and classification of hot and cold fluxes are listed in Table 1.286

Table 1 shows that a cold stream can be completely heated internally by hot streams287

(domain I) if the maximum inlet temperature Tmax
H,in of the corresponding hot streams is288

higher than the cold outlet stream temperature and a minimum temperature difference,289

that ensures a sufficiently large driving force. In contrast, heat integration is infeasible if290

the cold inlet stream temperature is larger than the hot inlet stream temperature. In the291

other cases (domain II), the cold stream can be partially heated internally. An analogous292

classification can be done for hot streams that have to be cooled internally by cold streams293
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Table 1: Temperature Conditions for for Classification of Heat Integration Possibility.

Domain Condition Heat Integration
Cold Fluxes

I i) Tmax
H,in ≥ TC,out + ∆Tmin total

II i) Tmax
H,in < TC,out + ∆Tmin,

ii) Tmax
H,in > TC,in + ∆Tmin

partial

III i) Tmax
H,in ≤ TC,in + ∆Tmin infeasible

Hot Fluxes
I i) Tmin

C,in + ∆Tmin ≤ TH,out total

II i) Tmin
C,in + ∆Tmin < TH,in,

ii) Tmin
C,in + ∆Tmin > TH,out

partial

III i) Tmin
C,in + ∆Tmin ≥ TH,in infeasible

depending on the minimum inlet temperature of cold streams Tmin
C,in (Table 1).294

The internal heat fluxes that supply heat to a cold EPN Ej are denoted as Q̇
(kHmj)

(Ej)
, while295

Q̇
(Ej)

(kCmj)
originate from a hot EPN Ej. Hereby, kHmj ∈ E , kCmj ∈ E for direct heat integration296

and kHmj ∈ U , kCmj ∈ U for indirect heat integration. For stream combinations that belong to297

domain I, no inequality has to be formulated, because the heating or cooling demand of the298

corresponding EPN can be completely provided internally. However, for combinations that299

belong to domain II the maximum amount of transferable heat has to be quantified. Two300

subsets of F are introduced: i) the subset FH,Ej

II :=
{
Q̇

(kHmj)

(Ej)
∈ R+

0 | case II satisfied
}

that301

contains all the internal heat fluxes that supply heat to a cold EPN Ej; and ii) the subset302

FEj ,C
II :=

{
Q̇

((Ej))

(kCmj)
∈ R+

0 | case II satisfied
}

that contains all the internal heat fluxes that303

release heat from a hot EPN Ej. The first subset Fh,Ej

II is used to formulate an inequality304

for every combination of cold EPN Ein
j and possibly interacting hot streams that belong to305

domain II:306

0 ≤
Tmax

H,in − TC,in,(Ej) −∆Tmin

TC,out,(Ej) − TC,in,(Ej)

ϕin
(Ej)

Γ̇(Ej) −
∑

kHmj∈KH
m

Q̇
(kHmj)

(Ej)
∀Q̇(kHmj)

(Ej)
∈ KH

m (7)

Herein, ϕin
(Ej)

denotes the specific heat demand of Ein
j and Tmax

Hot,in the maximum inlet307

temperature of the possibly interacting hot streams. KH
m ⊂ KH = {kHmj} denotes the m-th308

row of the set of all permutations of FH,Ej

II , that determine all possibly interacting streams of309
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cold EPN Ej. Illustrated for an example of three possible interacting hot streams (H1,H2,H3)310

the set of permutations KH equals to:311

KH =



H1

H2

H3

H1 H2

H1 H3

H2 H3

H1 H2 H3



(8)

In the same way, an inequality for every combination of hot EPN Ej and possibly in-312

teracting cold streams is introduced by using the specific excess of heat ϕout
(Ej)

, the minimum313

inlet temperature of possibly interacting cold streams Tmin
C,in, the subset FEj ,C

II , and the cor-314

responding set of permutations KC , according to Eq. (8):315

0 ≤
TH,in,(Ej) − Tmin

C,in −∆Tmin

TH,in,(Ej) − TH,out,(Ej)

ϕout
(Ej)

Γ̇(Ej) −
∑

kCmj∈KC
m

Q̇
(Ej)

(kCmj)
∀Q̇(Ej)

(kCmj)
∈ KC

m (9)

The maximum inlet temperature of possibly interacting hot streams Tmax
H,in and the mini-316

mum inlet temperature of possibly interacting cold streams Tmin
C,in are calculated by comparing317

the temperatures of the interacting partner streams as shown in Eqs. (10a) and (10b).318

Tmax
H,in = max

k∈KH

(Tk,in) (10a)

Tmin
C,in = min

k∈KC

(Tk,in) (10b)

After introducing the general heat integration model, in the following two different ap-319

proaches – direct and indirect heat integration – are presented, which mainly differ in the320

considered sets of permutations KH and KC of possibly interacting hot or cold streams,321

respectively.322
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2.3.1. Direct heat integration among elementary process nodes323

In case of direct heat integration, the UNs provide the external heating and cooling324

at sufficient high and low temperature as shown in Fig. 3 (A). Thus, according to the325

classification in three domains the heat fluxes that link UNs and EPNs belong to domain I.326

To enable internal heat transfer, additional heat flux variables Q̇
(Ej)

(Ei)
and Q̇

(Ei)
(Ej)

, that link two327

EPNs directly, have to be added in the energy balances:328

0 =
(
−ωin

(Ej)
+ ωout

(Ej)

)
Γ̇(Ej) + Ẇ ext, in

(Ej)
− Ẇ ext, out

(Ej)
(11a)

0 =

[
ϕout
(Ej)

+
(

1− ηin(Ej)

)
ωin
(Ej)

+

(
1

ηout(Ej)

− 1

)
ωout
(Ej)

]
Γ̇(Ej) −

∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
−
∑
Ei∈E

Q̇
(Ej)

(Ei)
(11b)

0 = −ϕin
(Ej)

Γ̇(Ej) +
∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

+
∑
Ei∈E

Q̇
(Ei)
(Ej)

(11c)

∀ Ej ∈ E

whereby according to Fig. 3 (A), the assumption of only two utility nodes – one at329

sufficient high, and one at sufficient low temperature – can be made, which result in:330

∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

= Q̇ext, in
(Ej)

(12a)

∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
= Q̇ext, out

(Ej)
(12b)

Adding the newly introduced internal heat flux variables in every energy balance, as331

shown in Eq. (11), and the introduction of inequalities (Eqs. (7) and (9)), facilitates the332

simultaneous consideration of heat integration as a part of the optimization problem. How-333

ever, the number of inequalities increase drastically due to the increasing combinatorial334

complexity if the number of entities increases. Therefore, in the next section indirect heat335

integration via utilities is presented.336
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2.3.2. Indirect heat integration via utility nodes337

In chemical production plants, heat is usually not transferred directly among individual338

process units, but via a network of utilities. Utilities are considered as reservoirs of heat at339

a constant temperature, such as steam at a specific pressure, or a sufficiently large water340

reservoir (e.g. a river). Depending on the temperature levels of heat demanding or heat341

supplying EPN, respectively, the utilities serve either as heat source or sink, as shown in342

Fig. 3.343

In contrast to direct heat integration, further utility nodes at intermediate temperatures344

are considered as shown in Fig. 3 (B). As a consequence, the heat fluxes Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

and Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
345

that link UNs and EPNs may belong also to domain II and III. As a consequence, additional346

inequalities have to be formulated for combinations that belong to domain II, according to347

Eqs. (7) and (9). However, no additional heat flux variables have to be introduced, as is was348

the case for direct heat integration. In this way, the complexity of the resulting optimization349

problem is reduced drastically compared to direct heat integration, since the number of350

utilities considered is lower than the number of entities, which result in a significant reduction351

of considered inequalities.352

2.4. Formulation of the optimization problem353

The equalities and inequalities constraints result from the conservation laws and the heat354

integration conditions. All constraints are linear in terms of the fluxes – mass, heat, and355

work – which are decision variables of the optimization problem. The general formulation356

of an optimization problem with linear constraints is shown in Eq. (13).357

min
ϕ

f (ϕ)

s.t. Aeqϕ = beq

Aiqϕ ≤ biq

ϕlb ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕub

(13)

Herein, f is the objective function and ϕ = (Ṅ, Γ̇, Q̇,Ẇ)> denotes the vector of all358

decision variables, namely mass fluxes Ṅ, heat fluxes Q̇, work fluxes Ẇ, and generalized359
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process extent number Γ̇.360

The equality constraints, that are described by the coefficient matrix Aeq and the vector361

of right-hand sides beq, contain all energy and and mass balances of TSNs, EPNs, and UNs.362

In addition, Aeq contains the information of the coupling of the nodes, that result from the363

generalized utilization of stoichiometric equation.364

The temperature constraints, that result from heat integration are summarized by the365

coefficient matrix of inequalities Aiq and corresponding right hand sides biq. The coefficient366

matrices, Aeq and Aiq, and the solution vectors, beq and biq, as well as the lower ϕlb and367

upper bounds ϕub vary depending on the chosen application.368

3. Case study369

In recent years methanol (CH3OH) has often been discussed as an important energy370

storage molecule in Renewables-to-Chemicals (R2Chem) applications (Surya Prakash et al.,371

Bertau et al., 2014). The conversion of carbon dioxide and hydrogen generated by electrolysis372

is an auspicious way to store so-called electrical surplus energy (Rihko-Struckmann et al.,373

2010, Moioli et al., 2019). In particular, the low global warming potential was highlighted by374

König et al. (2019), while the cost are higher compared to bio-based production pathways.375

Low cost for renewable electricity in the range of approx. 2.5 ct/kWh would be necessary376

for an economically competitive production (Ouda et al., 2019). This result is consistent377

with our previous findings in Schack et al. (2018), where we have also demonstrated the378

possibility of an economic production of methanol for a combined use of renewable and379

fossil resources. In addition, simple and well-known production technologies (Ott et al.,380

2000) and favorable chemical properties of methanol, e.g. CH3OH is liquid under ambient381

conditions, are reasons for the selection of methanol as a target molecule.382

3.1. Methanol synthesis process383

While the focus of previous studies, at which the FluxMax approach is based on, was384

on the production system level by analyzing the specific methanol production costs and the385

corresponding CO2 emissions (Schack et al., 2018), or on the process level by optimizing the386
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reactor and the compressor cascade design (Liesche et al., 2018), this paper examines the387

entire methanol production process at the plant level.388

The following six elementary processes are considered to model the methanol synthesis389

process : i) isothermal isobaric reaction, ii) isothermal isobaric separation, iii) isothermal390

compression, iv) isenthalpic expansion, v) isobaric heating and cooling, and vi) isothermal391

isobaric mixing. For each elementary process a distinct elementary process node Ej is intro-392

duced which is described by a stoichiometric equation introducing stoichiometric coefficients393

χ(Ej). In addition, each elementary process is characterized by a specific energy demand for394

heat (ϕ) and power (ω).395

There are many process technologies to chemically activate CO2 by conversion to carbon396

monoxide (CO), such as reforming or reverse-water-gas-shift. In Schack et al. (2018) we397

showed that the preferred technology depends strongly on the energy source. Therefore,398

the CO2 activation step and corresponding side reactions are neglected in the following,399

since the focus of this contribution is on the illustration of the FluxMax approach and its400

key features instead of the overall process analysis. This simplification results in only one401

reaction equation:402

CO + 2 H2 −→ CH3OH ∆Rh
−	− = −90.77 kJ/mol. (14)

In addition to the technical applied operation conditions, the thermodynamic feasibil-403

ity has to be taken into account. Fig. 4 shows the pressure dependence of the chemical404

equilibrium and the boiling temperature of methanol. The feasible reaction conditions are405

depicted as magenta area. While the maximum amount of methanol in the reactor outlet406

is determined by the chemical equilibrium (Fig. 4 A), the minimum reaction temperature is407

characterized by the boiling temperature (Fig. 4 B) to ensure that methanol is gaseous.408

Due to the simplified reaction system, the reactor outlet flow only consists of condensable409

methanol and non-condensable, unconverted reactants. As a consequence, the separation410

can be considered as condensation of methanol. Thus, the separation temperature is set to411

the boiling temperature of methanol (Fig. 4 B) at the corresponding pressure.412
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Figure 4: Illustration of the pressure dependence of the chemical equilibrium molar fraction of methanol in
the reactor xCH3OH (A) and of the boiling temperature of methanol (B); the feasible region for the methanol
synthesis reaction is depicted as magenta area.
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The annual production of pure methanol is desired to be 100, 000 tCH3OH/a. The de-413

tailed derivation of the discretization of introduced elementary process can be found in the414

supplementary material.415

3.2. Objective function416

The conservation laws and temperature conditions for heat integration, introduced in417

section 2.2 and 2.3, are equality and inequality constraints of the optimization problem. As418

the constraints are linear in terms of the decision variables, the feasible region is convex. As419

a consequence, the identification of a global optimum is guaranteed for a convex objective420

function.421

One of the major cost drivers in the field of Renewable-to-Chemicals applications is422

energy demand. In order to become more competitive compared to fossil-based processes,423

the energy efficiency of the processes must be increased. This study uses the FluxMax424

approach to identify energy optimal process configurations. The objective function f is425

therefore to minimize the total external energy duty – sum of external heating, cooling, and426

electrical energy – which is linear in terms of the fluxes:427

f =
∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ul)
(Ej)

+
∑
Ul∈U

Q̇
(Ej)

(Ul)
+
∑
Ej∈E

Ẇ ext, in
(Ej)

(15)

A compact form of the linear objective function is given in terms of the decision variables428

ϕ = (Ṅ, Γ̇, Q̇,Ẇ)>, where Ṅ, Γ̇, Q̇,Ẇ ∈ F are row vectors:429

f (ϕ) = c>ϕ, (16)

where the entries of the cost vector c> = (cṄ, cΓ̇, cQ̇, cẆ) are as follows: cṄ = cΓ̇ = 0 and430

c ˙Qext = c ˙Wext,in = 1. The resulting linear program, applying the objective function Eq. (15)431

and the constraints introduced in section 2.2 and 2.3 is presented in the supplementary432

material (Eq. (S25)).433
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4. Results434

4.1. Comparison of sequential and simultaneous procedure435

This section emphasizes not only the influence of heat integration on the optimal pathway,436

but also the need of a simultaneous consideration of heat and mass flux optimization. A437

benchmark scenario is defined, which follows the sequential procedure, in which the flow438

problem is optimized without consideration of heat integration first and the heat integration439

potential is subsequently evaluated with the help of Pinch-based analysis (Kokossis et al.,440

2015, Ulonska et al., 2016, Gençer and Agrawal, 2018).441

Subsequently, the FluxMax approach is applied to the same benchmark scenario. The442

two approaches presented in section 2.3 – direct and indirect heat integration – are compared443

and discussed.444

4.1.1. Benchmark scenario: A sequential procedure445

In the benchmark scenario, the energy-optimal (Eq.(15)) pathway should be identified if446

the feedstock – hydrogen and carbon monoxide – is fed into the process at a temperature447

of 25 ◦C and a pressure of 1 bar and the product – pure methanol – has to be delivered at448

25 ◦C and 50 bar. Since in this first analysis the flux optimization is decoupled from heat449

integration, the energy duties have to be provided completely from external sources.450

The elementary processes introduced in section 3.1 are used to discretize the five-dimensional451

thermodynamic state space (molar fractions of the components xCO, xH2 , xCH3OH; temper-452

ature T ; and pressure p). To illustrate the results in a three-dimensional state space repre-453

sentation, the molar fractions of carbon monoxide and hydrogen are omitted in Fig. 5. The454

TSNs corresponding to the feedstock and product are marked as a magenta and a green455

circle, respectively. In addition, the elementary processes are illustrated as blue thin lines456

connecting the discrete TSNs, illustrated as black circles. For this first analysis, the thermo-457

dynamic state space is discretized in a coarse grid (45 TSNs) to obtain a benchmark scenario458

that allows the comparison with direct heat integration among entities. This is because the459

fineness of the discretization is limited in case of direct heat integration, since the number of460

constraints increases drastically if the number of entities increases, as stated in section 2.3.461
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Figure 5: Optimal pathway of benchmark case in the discretized state space; corresponding elementary
processes are represented along the path.

The discrete options for the reaction are two different reaction temperatures – 230 ◦C and462

300 ◦C – and reactor outlet compositions – xCH3OH : 0.10, 0.21, 0.35 and 0.51 (if within the463

feasible region depicted in Fig. 4) – leading to different separation tasks. Depending on the464

pressure of the different separation inlet compositions resulting from different reaction outlet465

compositions, the separation temperature is set to the corresponding boiling temperature of466

methanol (Fig. 4 B). To adjust the required temperature and pressure levels, heating and467

cooling as well as compression and expansion between TSNs are considered, as illustrated468

in Fig. 5 with thin blue lines along the temperature and pressure axis, respectively.469

The optimal path (bold blue line) within the thermodynamic state space for the bench-470

mark scenario is shown in Fig. 5. The different elementary processes – reaction, separation,471

heating, cooling, compression, and mixing – are also assigned to the corresponding path.472

First, the reactants – hydrogen and carbon monoxide – are mixed under ambient conditions.473

The mixing itself, however, is not visible in the state space representation of Fig. 5, since474
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only the molar fraction of the product is depicted, which does not allow a differentiation of475

the individual TSNs of the raw materials. The feedstock mixture is then compressed to a476

pressure of 50 bar and heated to the reaction temperature of 230 ◦C. The EPN at lower477

temperature of 230 ◦C is selected because less heating – of the feedstock – and cooling –478

of the reaction and products – is required compared to a reaction at 300 ◦C. The reaction479

is performed up to the maximum amount of about 51 % methanol, as the total energy re-480

quirement – heating, cooling, and power – is smaller than for the reactor outlet with a lower481

methanol content. In this case, either the unconverted reactants would have to be reheated482

to the reaction temperature after product separation – resulting in increased heating demand483

– or the initial feedstock flow would have to be increased – resulting in a higher heating and484

power demand due to increased compression demand. The reaction mixture, which contains485

of about 51 % methanol is cooled to condensate the methanol in the separator at 205 ◦C,486

which corresponds to the boiling temperature of methanol at 50 bar. While the unconverted487

feedstock is recycled, the pure methanol is finally cooled to the desired temperature of 25 ◦C.488

The optimal pathway requires a total energy duty of about 27.91 MW, which is about489

1.85 MW for heating, 20.29 MW for cooling, and 5.77 MW for electrical energy. Cooling and490

electrical energy demands are much higher than the heating demand, since the heating is491

only required to bring the feedstock to reactor inlet temperature, while cooling is required to492

cool the product, the exothermic reactor and the compressor. However, the external heating493

demand can still be further decreased if heat integration is taken into account. For the494

benchmark scenario a Pinch analysis for the identified optimal configuration was performed495

to evaluate the heat integration potential, resulting in a maximum internally transferable496

heat flux of approximately 1.62 MW.497

In addition, the heat integration potential for the optimized configuration is investigated498

using the direct heat integration approach – among entities – and the indirect heat inte-499

gration approach – using utilities, introduced in section 2.3. The comparison of the Pinch500

result with the prediction of our method shows that the consideration of direct heat integra-501

tion lead to the same heat integration potential of 1.62 MW. In contrast, the consideration502

of indirect heat integration slightly underestimates the heat integration potential. Since503
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heat fluxes can only be transferred to or from utilities at distinct temperature levels, the504

calculated internal heat flux depends on the selected temperature levels of the utilities. In505

addition, the desired minimum temperature difference ∆Tmin influences the calculation of506

the heat integration potential for the different methods differently. While two heat fluxes507

– one hot, one cold – interact directly in the classical pinch analysis and in consideration508

of heat integration among entities, the two heat fluxes interact indirectly via the utilities509

in consideration of utilities. Thus ∆Tmin is considered twice, because the hot flux transfers510

the heat in a first step to the utility – considering ∆Tmin – and then in a second step to the511

cold flux. In order to improve the comparability of all presented heat integration methods,512

the calculated internal heat fluxes for the case of considering utilities are not only presented513

for ∆Tmin = 20 K, but also for ∆Tmin = 10 K, which leads to heat integration potentials of514

0.86 MW and 1.51 MW, respectively.515

Since the elementary processes in the thermodynamic state space represent unit opera-516

tions, the optimal process configuration can also be illustrated as a flowsheet of process units.517

Fig. 6 A shows the optimal process configuration of the benchmark scenario identified by518

a sequential procedure. The process units – mixer, compressor, heater/cooler, reactor, and519

separator – are connected by mass fluxes, which are represented as black arrows. The heat520

fluxes are represented by red arrows and the work fluxes by blue arrows. The thickness of the521

red and blue arrows corresponds to the amount of the energy flux, represented by the cor-522

responding arrow. A thick arrow indicates a high amount energy required or released, while523

a thin arrow indicates a low amount of energy. As the orientation of the arrows denotes the524

direction of the fluxes, it can be see that electrical energy is required only for the operation525

of the compressor and heating only for preheating the reactor inlet stream, which consists526

of initially provided reactants and unconverted reactants separated and recycled from the527

reactor outlet. The heat integration potential – identified by the classical Pinch analysis and528

by the proposed direct and indirect method – results from the possibility to partially utilize529

the excess heat of the reactor. The resulting heat flux distributions are shown in Fig. 6 B530

and C. It is evident that in both cases a part of the excess heat of the reactor is used to531

preheat the reactants. The first heater, which heats the reactants to the temperature of532
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205 ◦C – corresponding to the mixing point of initial reactants and recycled, unconverted533

reactants – is completely fed by the internal heat flux and the heat demand of the second534

heater, which heats the reactants to reaction temperature, is reduced by about 89.0 % for535

direct heat integration and by about 86.5 % for indirect heat integration. This results in536

overall percentage reduction in external heat duty of 90.3 % and 87.4 %, respectively.537

While direct heat integration – Fig. 6 B – uses the excess heat of the reactor directly538

to preheat the feedstock, indirect heat integration – Fig. 6 C – uses a network of utilities.539

According to Pinch analysis, the external heat fluxes are provided at the maximum temper-540

ature and released at the minimum temperature. This concept of using excess heat of the541

reactor to preheat the feed is also applied in reality and is referred to as feed heat exchanger542

(FEHE) (Dimian, 2008, Jogwar and Daoutidis, 2015, Dimian and Bildea, 2018).543

The first important result is that the FluxMax approach is able to identify the well-544

known and and widely used concept of FEHE if applied in a sequential procedure. However,545

the strength of the FluxMax approach lies in its ability to simultaneously optimize the flow546

problem while taking into account heat integration, which can lead to new, non-intuitive,547

process designs. Therefore, the simultaneous approach will be examined in more details548

below.549

4.1.2. FluxMax approach: A simultaneous approach550

With the benchmark scenario defined above, the influence of simultaneous consideration551

of heat integration as an integrated part of the overall optimization problem is investigated.552

In addition, the advantages and limitations of the two proposed methods – direct and indirect553

– heat integration are presented and discussed.554

Fig. 7 shows the optimal pathways for the benchmark scenario considering the two heat555

integration methods presented in section 2.3. When analyzing the results, two things are556

apparent. First, the consideration of direct and indirect heat integration identifies identical557

process configuration. And secondly, the newly identified process configuration differs from558

the optimal process configuration identified in the sequential procedure (Fig. 5) of decoupling559

the flux optimization from the determination of the heat integration potential.560
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Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the optimal process configurations of the benchmark scenario obtained
in a sequential procedure; optimal flowsheet if no heat integration is taken into account (A); additionally
the heat integration potentials for direct (B) and indirect heat integration(C) are shown.
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A) Direct Heat Integration B) Indirect Heat Integration
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Figure 7: Optimal pathway in discretized state space obtained in a simultaneous procedure; optimal path-
ways for direct (A) and indirect heat integration (B); in addition, external energy demands and heat inte-
gration potentials are given.
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In the newly identified optimal configuration, the reaction is not only carried out at the561

lower temperature of 230 ◦C, but also in a parallel reaction at the higher temperature of562

300 ◦C, since in this way the total energy demand is minimized. As the chemical equilibrium563

is shifted towards reactants at higher temperatures, however, the reaction is only carried out564

to a molar methanol content of 10 % at elevated temperature up. Although the net heating565

demand is increased by the additional preheating of the reactants, an even higher amount566

of heat resulting from the excess heat of the reactor at 300 ◦C and the cooling of the reactor567

outlet can be integrated internally. The consideration of direct heat integration leads to a568

similar total energy requirement of about 24.24 MW (0.016 MW for heating, 18.45 MW for569

cooling, and 5.77 MW electrical energy) as the consideration of indirect heat integration.570

The following energy duties are calculated depending on the minimum temperature difference571

∆Tmin i) for ∆Tmin = 20 K: 0.479 MW for heating, 18.92 MW for cooling, and 5.77 MW572

electrical energy, and ii) for ∆Tmin = 10 K: 0.043 MW for heating, 18.48 MW for cooling,573

and 5.77 MW electrical energy. While the total energy duty is dominated by the cooling574

of the reactor and the electrical energy demand, which is the same as for the benchmark575

case, the heating plays only a minor role for the methanol synthesis process. Compared576

to the benchmark case, this only leads to a small improvement in the heating demand577

reduction. However, it has been shown that the FluxMax approach identifies new process578

configurations when heat integration is considered as a part of the flux optimization. To579

validate the obtained results, a common Pinch analysis is applied to the novel configuration580

leading to a heat integration potential of 1.92 MW. A slight overestimation of the Pinch581

result for the direct heat integration (1.93 MW) and a slight underestimation for the indirect582

heat integration (1.47 MW or 1.91 MW, respectively) is observed. The overestimation was583

also observed in (Schack et al., 2017) and is present when two or more hot entities partially584

provide heat to a cold entity. The reason for this is that the inqualities (Eqs. (7) and (9))585

consider only the initial temperatures and not the actual temperatures that could due to586

already internally integrated heat fluxes.587

Though, the heat integration potential calculated with the Pinch analysis also shows an588

increase in the internally transferable heat fluxes and thus a decrease in externally provided589
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energy for the new configuration compared to the benchmark configuration as shown in590

Tab. 2. This is a very important result as it underlines the need for a simultaneous procedure591

and the ability of the FluxMax approach to identify globally optimal process configurations.592

In particular, if the energy duty depends stronger on the heating duty than in the case593

scenario under consideration, the FluxMax approach can be a powerful tool for designing594

new, non-intuitive, processes (Liesche et al., 2019). The saving potentials listed in Tab. 2595

highlight the latter statement. While the FluxMax approach enables the identification of596

process structures that almost completely exploit the existing heat integration potential597

(approx. 99 % compared to 88 %), the total energy savings for the considered case study598

are only slightly increased from approx. 11 % to approx. 13 %, since the external cooling599

duty remains high after exploitation of the heat integration potential.600

Table 2: Overview of the external heating and cooling duties of the sequential and simultaneous approach
and corresponding saving potentials.

Energy flux No HI Sequential Simultaneous
direct indirect Pinch direct indirect Pinch

External duties
external heating / MW 1.850 0.230 0.340 0.230 0.016 0.043 0.026
external cooling / MW 20.290 18.670 18.780 18.670 18.450 18.480 18.460
electrical work / MW 5.770 5.770 5.770 5.770 5.770 5.770 5.770
total energy / MW 27.910 23.960 24.890 24.670 24.236 24.293 24.256

Savings
saving in total energy / % 0 11.6 10.8 11.6 13.2 13.0 13.1
saving in heating / % 0 87.6 81.6 87.6 99.1 97.7 98.6

The optimum that is identified for indirect heat integration depends on the number of601

utilities considered and their temperature levels. The dependency of the number of utilities602

on the result is analyzed in section 4.2. It can be stated, however, that even a coarse603

discretization was able to identify a configuration with increased internally integrated heat604

fluxes. As a consequence, only the indirect heat integration approach is used in the following,605

since the computational effort is significantly lower compared to the direct approach, which606

allows a finer discretization of the thermodynamic state space.607

Fig. 8 shows the flowsheet representation for the optimal trajectory found in the ther-608
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Figure 8: Schematic illustration of the optimal process configurations obtained in a simultaneous procedure;
for better clarity, only the flowsheet is shown, taking direct heat integration into account.

modynamic state space. For better visibility the energy flux distribution resulting from609

consideration of indirect heat integration is omitted and only the flowsheet with direct heat610

integration is displayed. However, the following statements on Fig. 8 also apply to the case611

of indirect heat integration, since the general flowsheets are interchangeable. The parallel612

reaction at an elevated temperature requires an additional heater to provide the reactants613

at higher reaction temperatures and an additional cooler to cool the reaction outlet – with614

a methanol content of about 10 % – to the reaction temperature of the first reactor to be615

further converted at lower temperature. Besides this change in the reaction part of the616

process, the other process units correspond to the configuration of the benchmark process,617

shown in Fig. 6.618

It can be seen that the excess heat of the parallel reactor at higher temperature and of619

the new cooler is completely integrated internally. In this way, the reactants entering the620

first reactor, can be better preheated by internal heat fluxes.621

4.2. Optimal utility network622

The FluxMax approach guarantees the identification of the global optimum if a convex623

objective function is used, because the constraints are linear in terms of the decision variables624
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as a direct result of the formulation of the FluxMax approach. However, the result depends625

strongly on the selected discretization of the thermodynamic state space, as da Cruz and626

Manousiouthakis (2017) has shown in their discretization studies. In the previous section,627

a coarse grid was used to better visualize the results and reduce the computational time628

– in particular when applying the direct heat integration approach. In this section, the629

effect of the discretization of utility temperatures of the indirect heat integration approach630

is analyzed.631

The internally transferred heat depends strongly on the a priori defined temperature632

levels of the considered utilities. Since external energy fluxes are also provided or released633

via utilities for the indirect heat integration approach, the minimum number of utilities634

equals two: one utility at a sufficiently low temperature to provide the external cooling and635

one utility at sufficiently high temperature to provide the external heating, respectively.636

Fig. 9 illustrates the external heat duty for the scenario introduced above as a function of637

number of utilities considered. The temperatures of the utilities are equidistantly distributed638

between 5 ◦C and 420 ◦C and are listed in Tab. S2.639

For the consideration of only two utilities no internal heat transfer is possible and external640

heat duty corresponds to the heat duty calculated for the benchmark process (see also Fig. 5).641

If one considers utilities at a temperature between these outer limits, the external heating642

duty is reduced as a result of the internal heat integration potential. It is evident, however,643

that an increase of considered utilities does not necessarily mean a decrease in external644

heat duty. The reason for this is that not (only) the number of considered utilities, but645

also the particular temperature is decisive for a high heat integration potential. Due to646

the equidistant distribution of the temperature levels considered an additional utility affects647

all the other temperatures of remaining utilities. In other words: While the probability648

of a higher heat integration potential estimated by the indirect approach increases with649

an increased number of utilities considered, even a low number of utilities can lead to a650

maximum heat integration potential.651

For the scenario defined above, an optimal number of seven utilities is found, resulting652

in the external heat duty of 43.32 kW. But also the consideration of only four utilities leads653
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Figure 9: Illustration of the external heating requirement as a function of the number of utilities considered.
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to an acceptable result. Since an increase in the number of utilities considered could lead654

to an increase in costs – which are not considered in this study – the choice of the actual655

number of utilities considered in a real world application may differ. However, in this study656

– both for the previously presented results and for the subsequent results – the number of657

utilities considered is set to seven, as listed in Tab. 3.658

Table 3: Optimal number of utilities and corresponding temperatures used in the study.

Utility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Temperature / ◦C 5 74 143 213 282 351 420

In addition to illustrating the impact of the number of utilities, the results presented659

demonstrate another key feature of the FluxMax approach: the optimization of utility net-660

works. In the case study under consideration, the optimizer selects three utilities – 5 ◦C,661

213 ◦C, and 420 ◦C – from the options listed in Tab. 3. Thus, the FluxMax generally en-662

ables the identification of the optimal temperature levels of the utilities by introducing a663

multitude of utility nodes, which provide heating or cooling at different temperatures. Par-664

ticularly when considering distinct cost for the external heat fluxes to provide heating or665

cooling at distinct temperature levels, further interesting optimization tasks are facilitated.666

4.3. Identification of optimal process designs667

In the previous sections, the FluxMax approach was applied to a coarse discretization668

of the thermodynamic state space. In this way, key features – such as the simultaneous669

consideration of heat integration – could be demonstrated while maintaining an intuitive670

understanding of the obtained results. In this section, the focus is on the process optimiza-671

tion, which requires a finer discretization of the thermodynamic state space.672

The discretization of the whole thermodynamic state space is not done equidistantly,673

since there is a distinct operation window for each elementary process. The methanol syn-674

thesis reaction is normally performed between temperatures of 230 ◦C and 300 ◦C and in a675

pressure range of 50 bar to 100 bar (Ott et al., 2000). Therefore, the reaction conditions676

were discretized within the technically applied range: the pressure at which the reaction can677

take place in steps of 10 bar and the temperature in steps of 10 ◦C. The extent of reaction678
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was discretized in such a way that discrete molar fractions of methanol between zero and679

chemical equilibrium – in 0.06 steps – were achieved. To separate the reactor outlet, the680

product stream must be cooled to the condensation temperature of methanol to be flashed681

into liquid methanol and gaseous, unconverted reactants. The condensation temperatures as682

a function of the pressure is calculated by the Clausius Clapeyron equation (Eq. (S11) in the683

supplementary material). The resulting discretized thermodynamic state space (810 TSNs)684

and possible elementary processes, that connect the TSNs, are shown in the supplementary685

material in Fig. S2 .686

For the identification of process pathways that optimally convert the feedstock into the687

desired product specifications, only indirect heat integration was considered in order to688

enable an finer discretization. The number of utility nodes, that provide the external energy689

duties and enable the internal heat transfer, is set to seven according to Table 3.690

The initial reactants are supplied at ambient conditions – 25 ◦C and 1 bar – and an691

annual production of 100, 000 tCH3OH/a pure methanol is desired. Two different product692

specifications are examined: case A) ambient target conditions of the product (Ttarg = 25 ◦C,693

ptarg = 50 bar); and case B) elevated target temperature and pressure of the product (Ttarg =694

150 ◦C, ptarg = 100 bar). The specifications of case A are the same as for the benchmark695

scenario. In case B, the methanol is desired to be delivered at increased temperature and696

pressure, which may correspond to the case, that methanol is not the final product but an697

intermediate, that needs to be further processed.698

The optimal pathways in the discretized thermodynamic state space are illustrated in699

Fig. 10. In contrast to previously presented results, the connections between TSNs, that700

represents the possible elementary process functions, are omitted for better readability. The701

optimal trajectory is again depicted as blue line.702

Before analyzing the two cases in detail, it can be seen that the desired product speci-703

fication only affects the downstream part of the process. Both cases have in common that704

the initial reactants are mixed, then compressed to the lowest possible reaction pressure of705

50 bar and heated to be converted in two parallel reactors. Most of the reaction is performed706

at the lowest possible reaction temperature of 230 ◦C, while a second reactor is performed707
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Figure 10: Optimal pathway in discretized state space for cases A) Ttarg = 25 ◦C, ptarg = 50 bar and B)
Ttarg = 150 ◦C, ptarg = 100 bar.

at evaluated temperature of 290 ◦C. The parallel reaction at evaluated temperature allows708

the utilization of the excess reactor heat fluxes to preheat the reactants as described in709

section 4.1 and shown in Fig. 8. Both reactions are carried out to the maximum extent at710

the corresponding temperature (Fig. 4), resulting in a methanol outlet fraction of the low711

temperature reactor of xCH3OH of about 52.5 % and of about 19 % of the high temperature712

reactor. While in this case the achieved reactor outlet fractions correspond to the chemical713

equilibrium composition, it is important to mention that the FluxMax approach in general714

also facilitates the use of kinetic reactor models, as shown in Liesche et al. (2019). The high715

temperature reactor outlet stream is cooled and further converted in the low temperature716

reactor. Subsequently, the overall reactor outlet stream is cooled to meet the condensation717

temperature to separate the unconverted reactants. The unconverted reactants are recycled,718

while the pure methanol is brought to the desired product specification in a final step.719

Case A results in almost the same optimal configuration that was found when the Flux-720

Max approach was applied to the benchmark case (Fig. 7). Due to the increased discretiza-721

tion, however, the parallel reaction is performed at a slightly lower temperature of 290◦C.722
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As can be seen in Fig. 10, the energy duties can be reduced further in this way, because723

the amount of external heat duty to preheat the reactant inlet stream of the second reactor724

is smaller compared to the benchmark process. The finer discretization of the elementary725

reaction process improves the identified optimum. The improvement is very small yet, thus726

in this study an even finer discretization was omitted. However, an optimization on an finer727

grid would be possible without problems.728

The case B differ in the desired target temperature and the target pressure, which requires729

additional compression , resulting in increased power consumption. Although the excess730

heat of compression must be cooled, the overall cooling duty is smaller compared to case A,731

because the product only has to be cooled to 150◦C. Interestingly, however, the reaction is732

carried out at a pressure of 50 bar not directly at target pressure of 100 bar. The reason733

is that compression of one mole of liquid methanol requires less power than compression of734

three moles of gaseous reactants – 1 mole of CO and 2 mole of H2.735

The presented results demonstrate that the FluxMax approach can be used for process736

design tasks by optimizing the mass- and energy fluxes. Once the thermodynamic state737

space is discretized and elementary process defined, the desired reactant and product spec-738

ifications are easily adjustable. As a result, the FluxMax approach is very versatile in the739

analysis and optimization of different case scenarios. Although this study focuses only on740

the identification of energy-optimal processes, in general any objective function could be741

applied to the FluxMax. In previous studies, at which the FluxMax approach is based on,742

we have already used different objective functions that could be directly applied to the Flux-743

Max approach: for the optimization of chemical production networks, minimizing costs and744

CO2-emission (Schack et al., 2016, 2018), and for the methanol synthesis process, minimiz-745

ing capital cost of the compressor cascade and maximizing the kinetic rates of the reactor746

part (Liesche et al., 2018).747

5. Conclusions748

In this paper we presented the FluxMax approach for process design and synthesis under749

consideration of heat integration by discretization of the thermodynamic state space. The750
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introduction of thermodynamic state nodes (TSN), elementary process nodes (EPN), utility751

nodes (UN), and work utility nodes (WUN) enables the representation of the chemical752

process as a directed graph, with the edges corresponding to the mass and energy fluxes753

to be optimized. All mixtures in the process are uniquely determined by thermodynamic754

coordinates and thus assigned to a distinct TSN. The EPNs facilitate the thermodynamic755

state change between the TSNs. Therefore each elementary process is described uniformly.756

By introducing a generalized process extent number, a stoichiometric equation is formulated757

for each type of elementary process. The generalized process extent number is also used to758

formulate a continuous flux optimization problem that identifies the optimal pathway within759

the discretized thermodynamic state space. The discretization of the thermodynamic state760

space effectively decouples the process based nonlinearities from the network optimization761

problem, which result in a linear feasible region. By adding additional inequality constraints,762

heat integration is considered as integrated part of the flux optimization.763

We have applied the FluxMax approach to the methanol synthesis process, which is of764

great significance for applications in the field of Renewable-to-Chemicals. A linear objec-765

tive function – minimizing total energy demand – was used, resulting in a purely linear766

optimization problem. It was shown that the FluxMax approach identifies energy-optimal767

process configurations that outperform configurations identified in a sequential procedures,768

which highlights the importance of a simultaneous approach. The complexity of the opti-769

mization problem was drastically reduced by the introduction of an indirect heat integra-770

tion approach. The validation with classical Pinch analysis proved the applicability of the771

FluxMax approach to identify novel, non-intuitive process configurations. Furthermore, the772

possibility of optimizing the utility network resulting directly from the introduction of utility773

nodes was demonstrated.774

In addition to the key features of the simultaneous consideration of heat integration and775

the unified representation of any chemical process as directed graph by introducing gener-776

alized stoichiometric equations, the FluxMax approach has further important aspects: The777

FluxMax approach is independent of the considered process scale. The EPNs can correspond778

to: i) whole processes for the optimization of chemical production networks on production779
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system level, ii) process units for the optimization of chemical processes on plant level, or780

iii) elementary processes for the optimization of process units. It is also possible to overlap781

different scales by using rigorous models to describe elementary processes of particular inter-782

est, while lumped models are used for less important elementary processes. Therefore, the783

FluxMax approach is a powerful tool that identifies optimal, non-intuitive, process pathways784

and process configurations. Especially if the underlying models are strongly nonlinear, the785

challenges of classical nonlinear optimization approaches could be overcome at the price of786

a solution which is dependent on the discretization of the thermodynamic state space.787

This study showed also the necessity for further work: i) not only the fineness of the788

discretization but also the way of discretization – equidistantly, distributed, or adaptively789

refined – should be examined as the discretization plays such a major role in the accuracy of790

the result obtained, and ii) in this study only shortcut models were used, but the strength791

of the FluxMax approach is the possibility to use also sophisticated models to determine792

the elementary processes; and iii) the application of the FluxMax approach to distillation793

processes will have to be investigated to optimize the energy-intensive downstream part of794

the methanol synthesis process in more detail.795
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Nomenclature799

Acronyms800

EPF Elementary Process Function801

EPN Elementary Process Node802

FEHE Feed heat exchanger803

FMA FluxMax Approach804
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LP Linear programming805

MILP Mixed Integer Linear programming806

MINLP Mixed Integer NonLinear programming807

PEN Process Extent Number808

TSN Thermodynamic Substance Node809

UN Utility Node810

WUN Work Utility Node811

Greek Symbols812

α Pure substance813

ϕ Vector of decision variables814

χ Generalized stoichiometric coefficient815

∆Tmin Minimum temperature difference of heat transfer / K816

∆Rh
−	− Standard enthalpy of reaction / kJ/mol817

Γ̇ Vector of process extent numbers818

Γ̇ Process extent number / mol/s819

ξ̇ Extent of reaction / mol/s820

η Efficiency factor of work consumption / -821

ω Molar work duty of an EPN / kJ/mol822

ϕ Molar heat duty of an EPN / kJ/mol823

ζz Thermodynamic coordinate of z-th dimension824
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Latin Symbols825

Ṅ Vector of mass fluxes826

Q̇ Vector of heat fluxes827

Ẇ Vector of work fluxes828

Ṅ Mass flux / mol/s829

Q̇ Heat flux / kW830

Ẇ Work flux / kW831

A Coefficient matrix of constraints832

b Vector of right-hand sides833

c Vector of cost factors834

x Vector of molar fractions835

p Pressure / Pa836

T Temperature / K837

x Molar fraction / -838

C Cold stream839

Ej Elementary process node j840

f Objective function841

H Hot stream842

Mi Thermodynamic substance node i843

Sk Work utility node k844
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Ul Utility node l845

Indices846

eq Equality847

ext External flux848

in Inlet flux849

int Internal flux850

iq Inequality851

lb Lower bound852

max Maximum853

min Minimum854

out Outlet flux855

ub Upper bound856

util Utility857

Other Symbols858

A Set of all pure substances α859

E Set of elementary process nodes Ej860

F Set of all fluxes861

K Set of all permutations of internally heat transferring streams862

M Set of all thermodynamic substance nodes Mi863

U Set of utility nodes Ul864
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